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Consider an analytic function/(z), schlicht in the unit circle, and

normalized so that it has a Taylor series of the form

f(z) = z + a2z2 + • • • + a„zn + • • ■ .

Bieberbach [l] proved that for any such function |a2| ^2 and he

further conjectured that | an\ ^n. Obviously, this estimate is the best

possible, since the Koebe function, /(z) =z/(l—z)2, is schlicht and

has the Taylor series

z/(l - z)2 = z + 2z2 + • • • + »z» + • • • .

So far, Bieberbach's conjecture has been verified only for a%

(Loewner [5]) and o4 (Garabedian and Schiffer [4]). Recent numeri-

cal experiments by George Ross [6] on a6 indicate that the conjec-

ture is also true in that case, but so far a full proof has not been ob-

tained. That result and this report are both part of a program at the

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences for studying the Bieber-

bach conjecture with the aid of a large computer.

A general approach to this problem has been taken by Duren and

Schiffer. In a recent paper [2] they use the calculus of variations

to develop a formula for the second variation of an for a restricted

class of functions/(z) near the Koebe function. This second variation

is written as an infinite-dimensional quadratic form. It is necessary,

but not sufficient, that the quadratic form be positive-definite for

the Bieberbach conjecture to be true. Duren and Schiffer [2] give

a direct proof of the positive-definiteness of the quadratic form for

Os through C9. However, they found no obvious way for continuing

their result to higher values of n.

Our aim is to examine the matrix associated with the Duren and

Schiffer quadratic form and to check numerically that it is positive-

definite in the range 2^w^300. For odd n = 2m + l the quadratic

form is
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tn oo m

Sim+i = ^j   ^L, V(x*+k — x*-k)2 + E (2m + 1 — ft)    E   *«-T/s
*—1 r——oo *=1 a+0—2*

^   ' m-1

+ 2 E (m —k)     E    *«*/»
*-2 a+/S=2*-l

while for even n = 2mit is

m— 1      oo m—1

52m  =   E     E    ̂  +   1)0*\+A+1  —  X,-k)2 +   E 4(W —  ft)       E      *«*|S
*=0  r—oo 4=1 a-t-(3=2fc

^ m-1

+ E (4»» - 2 - 2ft)      E     *«*/>
k=\ a+0=2k+l

where x, = 0 for v = 0 in both cases. Equation (1) may be rewritten'as

f m oo

(3) 52m+l  = 52m+l +  E      E     K^Vf*  —  #>■-&) 2
i=l »=2m-i

where

, m   2m—A—1 tn

52m+i = E E K^*-* — xy-ky + E (2»» +1 — ft) E So**

(4)
m—1

+  2 E (W — *) E       X«^-
*—2 a+0-2*+l

Similarly, equation (2) may be rewritten as

# m—1 oo

(5) s2m = s2m + Y,   E   (2" +1) (*,+*+! - x,_ky
k=0 »—2m—*—2

where

, m—1 2m— k—3 m—1

■s2m = E E (2" + i)o»Vr*+i — xv^ky + 4 E (*» —k) E ^^
.   . 4=0    >•=—* t—1 a+0—2*

^ m    1TO—1

+   E (4»» —   1   —  2ft) E        ̂ "^fl-
4=1 a+0-2*+l

Positive-definiteness of 5^,+1 and S^ clearly implies that of 52m+i

and S2m- Since the order of the matrices associated with the primed

quadratic forms is now finite, they can be diagonalized numerically

and the sign of their diagonal elements can be ascertained. To

achieve this, two different FORTRAN programs were written for the

IBM7094 and the CDC6600 at the AEC Computing and Applied
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Mathematics Center of New York University. One program diag-

onalized the matrix associated with S„ by means of a nonorthogonal

transformation. This program was run for n = 3, ■ ■ ■ , 300 and

verified that these matrices S„' are indeed positive-definite.

The second program found the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix

associated with 5„'. The minimum eigenvalue of 5„' was computed

for « = 3, ■ • • , 150. For S^m+i it was found experimentally that the

minimum eigenvalue, Xmin, lies in the range

m < Xmin < m + 2.

However, for S'2m the more striking numerical result was discovered

that

Xmin = 2m — 1.

Therefore, we conjecture that this result is exact for all S^m- We have

been able to prove that 2m — 1 is an exact eigenvalue corresponding

to the eigenvector ( —2w + 3, 2, • • • , 2), but we have not yet been

able to show that it is actually the minimum eigenvalue.
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